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ABSTRACT 

 
In this paper, we present an approach to retrieve logical schema from shopping cart database . In general, an e-

commerce system is built by following one of two approaches. The first approach is the customization approach 

using a suite of tools such as IBM’s Web Sphere Commerce Suite.  For example, the Commerce Suite provides tools 

for creating the infrastructure of a virtual shopping mall, including catalog templates , registration, shopping cart, 

order and payment processing, and a generalized database.  The second approach is the bottom-up development of 

a system in-house by experts of an individual company. In this case, the developer is manually building a virtual 

shopping mall with mix-and-match tools. In addition, a database supporting the business model of the e -commerce 

system must be manually developed. Whether a developer is using the customization or the bottom-up approach, 

understanding the structure of e-commerce database systems will help the database designers effectively develop 

and maintain the system. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Data is not stored on a single computer, because current era is the era of information technology & social media, that 

user provided data can be stored in many more computers on the internet, so it is difficult for them to access quickly 

and easily. The data is to be in the format as RDF/XML, N-Triples and OWL or with the same specifications [1].  
[2]Research in the field of data mining in semantic web analysis and data applied to various algorithms of data 

mining, such as data classification, association rule mining etc. From the above it can be seen  that the present data 

are not stored in a single computer always. This research is proposed for methods to mine the data in E-commerce 

systems and improve the efficiency and scalability in relation database systems. 

 

2. DENORMALIZATION 
 

Database Denormalization is a well-known way of achieving performance improvements. Denormalization is the 

process to optimize the performance of a database by structuring data from an unstructured data or by grouping data. 

In some cases, Denormalization can actually increase the performance or scalability in relational database software. 

In the suggested system, the database administrator can define the Entity Relationship Model of the schema, and use 

the queries that are built and mapped using Process Action Diagram language. Then the administrator can select the 

tables to join, and the system can automatically transforms the queries to match the new schema model. The system 

keeps a record of the mappings between the denormalized fields and the base fields from which they a re derived and 

if the base fields were to be selected or updated, the new fields are returned or modified. The described system hides 

the denormalization process from the database users by converting the internal queries into structured or grouping. 
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In our work, we need a similar method which can denormalize the database schema and rebuild t he queries for a 

new schema.  

Denormalize process has used to generate schema fee database. 
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Fig -1: Sample denormalized schema without lost schemas.[1] 

 

 

 

Although the above denormalization is valid, it is not enough for our purpose of generating all the possible data 

schemas. We should not delete the original two relations from the schema because with this deletion we are losing 

possibly important schema options. Consider that there is an additional relation R3 (A7; A8; A9), from which 

attribute A9 references A4. In this case, if the two relations are merged, and the original relations R1 and R2 are 

deleted , we cannot reach the schema containing relations R01 and R03 illustrated in Fig-1, which is gained by not 

removing the original relations. Note that R1` ≠ R3` .Thus, in the algorithm when generating all the viable schemas, 

the denormalizationstep should not delete the source relations. 

  

 

3. ERM TO RDF 

Below figure shows how an ERM model is transformed into a RDF model. Two resources, one for a customer 

instance and another for a product instance is required for the description of the below mentioned model. 

Relationship between customer and its related product is shown through the customer instance. An RDF model is 

about linking the different instances, whereas an ERM system is about linking entities and its relationships. 
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Fig -2: Convert ERM to RDF  
 

Following code snippet shows RDF serialization of an Entity Relation as in Figure 2. [4] 

<rdf:RDF> 

<rdf:Description about=”http://www.some-toys.com”> 

<sales:ID> W99-783 </sales:ID> 

<sales:Name> Some Toys </sales :Name> 

<sales:PhoneNo> 510-555-4545</sales:PhoneNo> 

<sales:orders 

rdf:resource=”http://www.bears.com/teddy757”/> 

</rdf:Description> 

<rdf:Description about=”http://www.bears.com/teddy757”> 

<bears:ProductNo> 900-757 </bears:ID> 

<bears:Name> Ted </bears:Name> 

<bears:Price> 49.95 </bears:Price> 

</rdf:Description> 

</rdf:RDF> 
 

4. ONTOLOGY VOCABULARY 

 
Ontology vocabulary is the main layer of semantic web architecture.Which consist of hierarchical distribution of 

important concept in a domain.,along with descriptions of the properties of each concept. Ontologies play a pivotal 

role in the semantic web by providing a source of shared and precisely defined terms that can be used in  metadata. 

The recognition of the key role in ontologies are likely to play in the future of the web that has led to extension of 

web mark up languages like XML Schema, RDF and RDF Schema. The recognition of the limitations in mark up 

languages led to the development of new web ontology languages such as OWL.OWL is used when the information 

contained in documents needs to be processed by applications.It also used to explicitly represent the meaning of 

terms in vocabularies and the relationships between those terms. This representation of terms and their 

interrelationships is called ontology. OWL has more facilities for expressing meaning and semantics than XML, 

RDF, and RDF-S, and thus OWL goes beyond these languages in its ability to represent machine interpretable 

content on the Web.It has been designed to meet the requirements of RDF, RDFS, XMLSchema [4]. 
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5.UNSTRUCTURED TO STRUCTURED DATA 

 
Unstructured data represent the largest and fastest growing basis of information accessible to businesses and 

governments. There are several methods available to find the structured data from unstructu red data environment. 

An unstructured data communities such as semantic web, AI, IR, KDD, and Web to industrial users such as 

Microsoft, Google, and Yahoo. In Distributed data mining the unstructured data like voice mail, e -mail messages, 

still images, complicated reports, video and presentations. Most of the existing methods of unstructured to structured 

data contain some bias. So we are focusing on the structured data environment from unstructured data.  

 

Table-1: Difference between unstructured and structured data[6] 

 
 Unstructured data Structured data 

Technology  character and binary data  relational database tables  

Transaction management  no transaction management and no 

concurrency  

matured transaction management, various 

concurrency techniques  

Version management  versioned as a whole versioning over tuples, rows, tables, etc  

Flexibility  very flexible, absence of schema  schema-dependent, rigorous schema  

Scalability  very scalable  scaling database schema is different  

Robustness  - very robust, enhancements since 30 years  

 

 

6. METHODOLOGY 

 
6.1 Old Approach 

 

Step 1 – Define the entity relationship model  

Step 2 – Express the queries using process action diagram language  

Step 3 – Administrator can select the schema & system transforms the queries to match schema  

Step 4 – Mappings between the denormalized fields & the base fields by which base fields from which they are       

              derived, new fields are returned or modified. 

 

6.2 New Approach 

 

Step: 1 First we will get 4-5 e-commerce sites.  

Step: 2 we will take its metadata and other <head> tags. 

Step: 3 we will convert it into RDF. 

Step: 4 Based on the RDF, those values will be converted to relational designs (ERD). 

Step: 5 Comparison of all sites ERD, we will study the standardization process. 

Step: 6 Standardization process will be performed with De-normalization. 

We will display the results based on the comparison of above process in table format. 
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Fig-3 : Flowchart of Proposed work 

 

6.3 Standards Followed 

 

Standards which is followed in our work are suggested by Semantic web architecture.These standards are as below 

(1) Observing relationship between tables  

(2) Linking of data between tables  

(3) Vocabulary(ontology-OWL) – which are the important data for designing knowledge organization system. 

(4) Common query design to understand the global database (using sparql). 

 

7.IMPLEMENTATION & RESULTS 

 
We perform implementatation of our work with the use of RDF,XML and PHP languages with Apache server.We 

use my-sql database in our implementation work. 
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Fig-4: RDF Screenshot 

 

 
 

Fig-5: Apple store screenshot 
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Fig-6: Woo commerce screenshot 

 

 
 

Fig-7: Wordpress screenshot 
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Table-2: Small database comparison 

Shopping Cart Features Common Key Normalization 

Apple 11 4 7 3NF 

Woo commerce 8 4 6 2NF 

Word press 8 5 4 3NF 

 

 

Chart-1: Small database comparison 

 

Fig-8: Result Screenshot 
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7.1 Result & Observation 

Based on the Relational DBMS informative study, the RDF & OWL is used for semantic data display. Here we have 

taken three shopping cart design tools which are popular for shopping cart design and is used to analyze the relations 

between them. It should have tables to manage products, orders & shipping information. The relationship between 

them should be one to many.Linking between data in such a way that one global query can fetch all the required 

information. It proves that most of the shopping cart have uses product, metadata and order details table with 

relational key criteria with each other. 

 

8. CONCLUSIONS  

The focus point of this paper is to suggest the architecture of a novel framework that follows a bottom-up approach 

for realizing semantic web that requires RDF or OWL format. These specific formats cannot be used directly  in 

most data mining tools. So We have tried to find a methodology to mine data that appear in an RDF format. Also, 

the proposed techniques can help service designers in enriching their service descriptions with semantics 

automatically, thus reducing the time and cost involved in large scale manual explanations. 
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